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 35	

Purpose of the document  36	
 37	
This Supplementary Information document contains three sections.  38	
 39	

In Section 1, we investigate the source mechanism for the seismic waves and show that 40	
single forces are favored. This section has 9 figures.  41	

 42	
In Section 2, based on magma composition, we investigate the magma multiphase properties 43	

during its ascent in the conduit. This section has 2 figures and 1 table.  44	
 45	
In Section 3, the magma hammer force model is studied based on the magma properties 46	

presented in Section 2. This section has 2 figures and 1 table.  47	

1 Seismic source mechanism 48	
	49	
The main goal in this section is to investigate what causes the negative polarity (downward 50	
motion) of the P-wave first motion. We aim to establish that the seismic source responsible for 51	
the negative polarity is: 1) axially symmetric; and 2) due to an upward single force.  52	
 53	
 We first show the map of the seismic stations and the aligned seismograms on the direct P 54	
traveltime (Fig. S1). The four episodic events E-1 ~ E-4 are clearly shown (Fig. S1).  55	
 56	
1.1 Axially symmetric source  57	
 58	
We calculated the theoretical traveltime of the direct S at each station. We then aligned the 59	
waveforms based on the predicted S times and stacked the 3-component waveforms (Fig.S2). 60	
The tangential component had little coherent energy, which demonstrated that the source 61	
mechanism is axially symmetric about the vertical axis of the volcano.  62	
 63	
1.2 Source mechanism for Stage-A  64	

 65	
In E-1, E-2, and E-3, Stage A had negative polarity of the P-wave first motion (See Fig.2 in main 66	
text). We considered three possible mechanisms for Stage-A: i) upward single force; ii) 67	
implosion; iii) compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) source (Knopoff and Randall, 1970). 68	
We will show that full-wave seismic modeling favored the first mechanism, the upward single 69	
force, for Stage-A.  70	
 71	
 We compute the synthetic waveforms using AxiSEM (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2014) using the 72	
PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) reference earth model. We put the source at the HTHH 73	
volcano location at a depth of 0 km. The receivers are at the true locations of the seismic stations.  74	
  75	
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 76	
• Single-force	modeling	for	Stage-A		77	
 78	
In Fig.S3-S4, we assume vertical single-forces in modeling for all four Stages (A~D). In Figure 79	
S3, both the modeled and observed waveforms are bandpass filtered into [20s 50s] to highlight 80	
body waves. In Figure S4, they are bandpass filtered within [40s 100s], to highlight surface 81	
waves. The single-force model, for Stages A~D, fits well the observed data, both for the body 82	
waves and surface waves, better than the following implosion or CLVD model.  83	
 84	
• Implosion	source	modeling	for	Stage-A		85	
 86	
In Figure S5 and S6, we assume the seismic source in Stage A to be an implosion source 87	
(mxx=myy=mzz=-1) and keep other three Stages (B~D) as vertical single-forces. Here, x and y 88	
are the east and north directions, respectively, and z is the vertical direction. In our modeling, we 89	
use the stacked waveform in Stage A (see Fig.3b in main text) as the source wavelet for the 90	
implosion source and we use the stacked waveform in Stage B~D as the source wavelet for the 91	
single forces. We then superpose the two wavefields together. We can see that an implosion 92	
source in Stage-A generates converted S waves not observed in real data (Figure S5).  93	
 94	
• CLVD	source	modeling	for	Stage-A		95	
 96	
In Figure S7 and S8, we use a CLVD source (mzz=1,mxx=myy=-0.5) for Stage-A but single 97	
forces for Stage B~D in modeling. We can see that, the CLVD source in Stage-A generates 98	
converted S waves not observed in real data (Figure S7).  99	
 100	
• Single-force time history 	101	
 102	
Since the single-force mechanism is the preferred model, we show the estimated single-force 103	
time history for E-1 in Figure S9. The modeled waveforms are in Figure S3 & S4. 	104	
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	105	
Figure	S1.		Global	seismic	signals.	(a)	Distribution	of	global	seismometers	(blue	106	
triangles)	and	the	HTHH	volcano	(red	dot);	(b)	Aligned	seismograms	based	on	the	picked	107	
direct	P-wave	travel	times.	The	seismograms	are	vertical-component	ground	velocities,	108	
high-pass	filtered	with	a	corner	frequency	of	0.01	Hz.		109	
	110	

	111	
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	112	
Figure S2. Globally stacked S waveforms after we aligned the waveforms based on the 113	
theoretical traveltimes of the direct S waves. (a) vertical Z-component; (b) radial R-component; 114	
and (c) tangential T-component.  115	
	 	116	
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	117	

	118	
Figure	S3.	Stage-A	single	force.	Comparison	of	the	observed	(black)	and	synthetic	(red)	119	
vertical-component	displacement.	The	waveforms	are	bandpass	filtered	within	[20s	50s]	to	120	
see	the	body	wave.	In	this	case,	all	stages	(A~D)	are	assumed	as	single-forces.	The	peak	121	
force	in	the	source	time	function	of	E-1	is	about	9 × 10!"	N	(see	Fig.S9).		122	
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	123	
Figure	S4.	Stage-A	single	force.	Same	with	Figure	S3	but	with	a	longer	time	axis	to	show	124	
the	surface	waves	(~1500s	to	2000s).	All	stages	(A~D)	are	assumed	as	single	forces.	The	125	
waveforms	are	bandpass	filtered	within	the	period	band	[40s	100s].		126	
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 127	

	128	
Figure	S5.	Stage-A	implosion.	The	comparison	of	synthetic	(red)	and	observed	(black)	129	
waveforms	(vertical	component,	displacement).	Stage	A	is	assumed	as	an	implosion	source,	130	
and	Stage	B~D	are	single	forces.	The	waveforms	are	bandpass	filtered	within	[20s	50s]	to	131	
compare	body	waves.	The	implosion	source	of	Stage	A	will	generate	strong	S	waves	(in	the	132	
blue	dashed	ellipse)	that	are	not	observed	in	the	real	data.	133	

 134	
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	135	
Figure	S6.	Same	as	Figure	S5	(Stage-A	implosion),	but	with	a	longer	time	axis	to	show	136	
surface	waves	from	~1500s	to	2000s.	The	waveforms	are	bandpass	filtered	within	[40s	137	
100s].		138	

 139	
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	140	
Figure	S7.	Stage-A	CLVD.	The	comparison	of	synthetic	(red)	and	observed	(black)	141	
waveforms.	The	Stage	A	was	assumed	as	a	CLVD	source	and	Stage	B~D	were	single	forces.	142	
The	waveforms	are	bandpass	filtered	within	[20s	50s]	to	highlight	body	waves.	Similar	to	143	
the	implosion	source	case	in	Figure	S5,	the	Stage-A	CLVD	source	would	also	generate	144	
strong	S	waves	(in	the	blue	dashed	ellipse)	that	are	not	observed	in	the	real	data.	145	

 146	
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	147	
Figure	S8.	Stage-A	CLVD.	Same	as	Figure	S7	but	with	a	longer	time	axis	to	show	the	148	
surface	waves	between	1400s	to	2000s.	The	waveforms	are	bandpass	filtered	within	a	149	
period	band	[40s	100s].		150	
	151	
	152	
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	153	
Figure	S9.	(a)	Globally	stacked	P	waveform	of	the	recorded	ground	velocity	for	E-1.	154	
(b)	Globally	stacked	P	waveforms	of	the	displacement	(black)	and	its	corresponding	155	
vertical	force	time	function	(red).	The	vertical	force	time	function	is	calculated	by	156	
deconvolving	the	modeled	P	wavelet	(i.e.,	estimated	impulse	response)	from	the	observed	157	
P	waveform	of	displacement.	158	
	  159	
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2 Phase Equilibria Modeling of Volatile Volume Fractions During Isentropic 160	
Magma Ascent 161	

 162	
The kinetic energy driving explosive volcanic eruptions is produced as magma significantly 163	
expands, exsolving volatiles and fragmenting in the conduit during ascent and eruption has long 164	
been known (e.g., McBirney, 1973). The intense amounts of lightning produced by the 15 165	
January 2022 eruption of Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai (HTHH) volcano suggest that a large 166	
percentage of the tephra was finely fragmented ash (McNutt and Thomas, 2015). Although the 167	
conditions required for magma fragmentation vary according to the composition, crystallization 168	
history, and the extent of volatile loss by magma degassing via permeable country rock 169	
(Cashman and Scheu, 2015), here we assume no volatile loss and adopt a commonly used critical 170	
threshold of 70% volatiles by volume (Fowler and Spera, 2008) to deduce the volume fraction of 171	
the fluid phase as a function of depth in the HTHH conduit and estimate the maximal depth of 172	
magma fragmentation. 173	
 174	
 The peak height of the HTHH plume was estimated at 58 km (Yuen et al., 2022), and the 175	
estimated force of the jet thrust for seismic event E-1B (the downward force that was likely 176	
complementary to this peak height) is estimated at ~9 x 1012 N (see Supplementary Sec.1 and 177	
Fig.S9), given rapid expansion, an ascent mass flow rate of 2x109 kg/s, and an exit velocity of 178	
200 m/s. These rates allow little time for the exchange of mass or heat. Brenna et al. (2022) 179	
present geobarometric estimates suggesting the presence of a magma reservoir ~5-8 km beneath 180	
HTHH. We therefore construct a magma ascent model to approximate the state of an andesitic 181	
magma as it undergoes closed-system ascent along an isentropic path to the surface from a 182	
reservoir depth of ~7.5 km (P=2 kbar).  183	
 184	
 Although closed system isentropic decompression may not be an appropriate model for some 185	
systems (Newcombe et al., 2020), the large mass flow rates and relatively crystal-poor nature of 186	
lavas typically erupted at HTHH (Brenna et al., 2022) make it likely that this particular magma 187	
ascended quickly. Equilibrium crystallization models were constructed using rhyolite-MELTS v. 188	
1.1.0 (Gualda and Ghiorso, 2015) for an andesitic magma representative of those recently 189	
erupted at HTHH (Table S1; Brenna et al., 2022). A juvenile mixed volatile composition of 4.9 190	
wt.% H2O + 0.1 wt.% CO2 was added to the volatile-free bulk composition, equilibrated to an 191	
fO2 along the QFM+1 buffer before renormalizing the bulk composition once again to 100 wt.% 192	
(Table S1). Although cooling effects are minimal during strictly isentropic ascent, we account 193	
for isentropic cooling of ~5.6°C/km in our models, assuming a resident magmatic temperature of 194	
T=1075°C. We computed the state of the ascending HTHH magma at ΔP = 0.1 kbar for P = 2 195	
kbar to P = 0.2 kbar, and then in more detail (ΔP = 20 bar) for P < 0.2 kbar. The volume fraction 196	
of fluid present in the magma at any state point explored is calculated by: 197	

 198	
𝜃! =	

"!#"##…#$
"!#"##…#$	&	""#!##…#$	&	"##!#"…#$

,       (S2.1) 199	

where mn is the mass fraction of the nth phase in the system, ρn is the density of that nth phase, 200	
and θn is the volume fraction of that nth phase. If only melt and exsolved fluid are present, Eqn. 201	
S2.1 is reduced to: 202	
 203	
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𝜃! =	
"!#"

"!#"	&	(!("!)#!
.           (S2.2) 204	

 205	
Table S1. Initial Composition of Modeled Lava at T=1075°C & P=2 kbar. 206	

 2014-15 Lava Average*† Renormalized Model Input† 
SiO2: 58.99 56.63 
TiO2: 0.63 0.61 
Al2O3: 14.53 13.95 
Fe2O3: n.m. 2.21 
FeO: n.m. 7.19 

FeOtot: 10.62 9.40 
MnO: 0.18 0.17 
MgO: 3.48 3.34 
CaO: 8.77 8.42 
Na2O: 2.20 2.11 
K2O: 0.52 0.50 
P2O5: 0.09 0.09 
H2O: n.m. 4.70 
CO2: n.m. 0.10 

Total†: 100.01 100.00 
*Average composition of all lavas erupted from 2014-15 from Brenna et al. (2022) 
†Values given to two decimal places; sum totals are reflective of actual values input into 
models 
n.m. = not measured 

 207	
The results of the calculations are illustrated below in Supplemental Fig.S10 and Fig.S11; full 208	
results of all models are presented in the Supplementary Table as a separate Excel file (file name: 209	
Supplementary Table.xls). At P = 2 kbar, corresponding to a depth of ~7.5 km, the modeled 210	
magma composition is barely fluid-saturated (mass fraction of fluid in the magmatic mixture, mf 211	
< 0.005). The modeled composition saturates at 1 wt.% fluid at P = 1.4 kbar (or ~5.3 km 212	
estimated depth). The critical volume fraction of 0.7 is reached at ~1 km depth, between P = 0.3 213	
and 0.2 kbar. It is important to note that our models apply to closed system isentropic behavior 214	
closed system and do not account for degassing of the exsolved fluid, and hence represent 215	
maximum volume fractions for these conditions. The already fragmented HTHH magma would 216	
have been especially conducive as a heating agent to heat and flash any external seawater that 217	
was able to enter the magma transport conduit. Indeed, the flashing of external water was 218	
probably an essential ingredient contributing to the violence of the HTHH eruption, as noted by 219	
Yuen et al. (2022). 220	

 221	
 222	

 223	
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 224	
Figure S10. Volume fraction of Mixed Volatile Phase (H2O + CO2) during magma ascent.  225	

 226	

 227	
 228	

Figure S11. Volume fraction of Mixed Volatile Phase (H2O + CO2) during magma ascent.  229	
 230	

  231	
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 232	
 233	

3 Magma Hammer Derivation 234	
 235	
Joukowsky (1898) was one of the first investigators to study pressure surges associated with the 236	
rapid closure of a valve in an otherwise steady flow. Sudden closure creates a pressure-wave 237	
disturbance known as ‘water hammer’ or hydraulic shock and is typically analyzed using the 238	
continuity and one-dimensional momentum equations ignoring friction and gravity. Over km-239	
scale lengths gravity and friction can be important; here we apply a control volume approach and 240	
focus on the spatially restricted region across the pressure-wave front and hence can ignore the 241	
effects of gravity and friction. In order to incorporate these effects, a numerical rather than 242	
analytical approach is required.  243	
 244	
 We also compute the sonic velocity of magmatic mixtures for the bubbly flow and slug flow 245	
regimes, provide a derivation of the magnitude of the pressure increase due to ‘magma hammer’ 246	
for a two-phase (silicate melt + supercritical H2O) magmatic mixture of varying fluid volume 247	
fraction in a one-dimensional flow, and estimate pressure-wave forces in conduits of variable 248	
cross-sectional area in order to compare with seismically-derived estimates during stages A and 249	
C for seismic events E-1~E-4 described in the main text. The underlying conceptual model is 250	
that during the ~300-second interval of events E-1~E-4, the conduit rapidly and successively 251	
closed and reopened multiple times as the conduit was developing during the first few minutes of 252	
the eruption. Although the magma-conveying conduit size and shape evolution are highly 253	
uncertain, several speculative possibilities include: (1) conduit dimensions change in response to 254	
the explosive flashing of sea water in contact with magma (see Supplementary Information Sec.2 255	
for details), (2) changing geometry of conduit in response to propagating magma fractures during 256	
the early phases of eruptive activity, or (3) changing geometry of magma transport network in 257	
response to rapid increase in magma discharge during the early phase of the eruption. Regardless 258	
of the details, here we show that magma hammer is consistent with ground displacements and 259	
seismically determined forces based on waveform modeling in Supplementary Information 260	
Sec.1.  261	
 262	
3.1 Sonic velocity in two-phase (melt + fluid) magmatic mixtures 263	
	264	
The sonic velocity of a bubbly mixture of silicate melt plus H2O-rich fluid (hereafter simply 265	
called magma regardless of the phase proportions) differs significantly from the sonic velocity of 266	
two-phase mixtures of gas slugs and melt, sonic velocities for both regimes are calculated. The 267	
sonic velocity of magma depends on the distribution (bubbles or slugs) of the compressible fluid 268	
phase, the fluid volume fraction, and the sound velocity of each ‘end-member’ phase (melt and 269	
fluid). If magma is a treated as a homogeneous mixture of melt and small bubbles then the sonic 270	
velocity or speed of the pressure wave is given by (Wallis, 1969)  271	

𝑐#$##%&	(%)*" =
+!	,!

#

+$-!.!/-!0
  ,     (S3-1) 272	

where 𝑐, 𝜌 and 𝜃( represent the sonic velocity, density, and volume fraction, respectively and 273	
subscripts ‘m’ and ‘f’ denote melt and fluid, respectively.  274	
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Alternatively, if the flow regime could be better described as slug flow (Henry and Fauske, 1968; 275	
Kleinstreuer, 2003) then the sonic velocity of the mixture is given by 276	
 277	

𝑐1%$2	(%)* =
,!,$

.-!,$3(!/-!),!0
 .       (S3-2) 278	

 279	
The magma sonic velocity depends upon the volume fraction of fluid as well as the sound speed 280	
of each phase in both bubbly and slug flow. The density of each phase enters into the sonic 281	
velocity expression for bubbly flow, in addition. Sonic velocity for HTMM magmatic mixtures 282	
at 1273 K and 1 MPa (10 bars) for basalt melt + H2O supercritical fluid mixtures are portrayed in 283	
Fig.S12.  Between the magma reservoir at 5-8 km depth and the surface, the fluid fraction in the 284	
magma varies from near zero where magma is barely volatile-saturated to near unity near the 285	
vent exit at low pressure. Hence the speed of sound in magma varies accordingly (Fig.S12 and 286	
Supplementary Sec.2). The relatively low viscosity of basaltic to andesitic melts at magmatic 287	
temperatures of ~10-50 Pa s (e.g., Sparks and Bursik, 1997; Lesher and Spera, 2015) enhances 288	
the coalescence of bubbles into large gas slugs hence the slug flow regime, with sonic velocities 289	
according to equation (S3-2), best describes the situation of the HTHH eruption. In slug flow, the 290	
sonic velocity of the mixture monotonically decreases from that in single-phase melt of ~2700 291	
m/s to, as the fraction of fluid increases, 850 m/s for H2O. The sonic velocity of supercritical 292	
H2O varies very little with pressure at magmatic temperatures with a value ~ 860 m/s (Haar et 293	
al., 1984). Similarly, the sonic velocity of silicate melt of HTHH composition is essentially 294	
constant for the conditions explored here. In distinction, the density of the fluid varies rather 295	
markedly with pressure and hence the density of magma also varies and needs to be taken into 296	
account for evaluating magma hammer forces. 297	
 298	
3.2 Forces in magma hammer: derivation and related developments 299	
 300	
We consider that the flow velocity of magma is abruptly decreased by closure of the conduit 301	
perhaps by wallrock failure, collapse or adjustment of the conduit geometry induced by the 302	
increasing magma flow rate between the start of the eruption and the time of event E-1. Possibly 303	
phreatic explosions are violent enough to modify the conduit geometry however an explosion-304	
type source is incompatible with observed seismic data (see Supplementary Information Sec.1). 305	
We assume instantaneous closure of the conduit. The magma next to the closed end (‘valve’) of 306	
the conduit is compressed by the rest of the column of magma flowing against the temporary 307	
closure (Fig. S13). We assume that the walls of the conduit are rigid and ignore frictional and 308	
gravitational effects which are small. The cessation of flow at the closed valve and the resulting 309	
pressure increase moves backward as a pressure-wave traveling at the local sonic velocity of 310	
magma. Ideally, there is a succession of compression and rarefaction pressure waves traveling 311	
back and forth over the length of the conduit to the reservoir, alternating between high and low 312	
pressures. The roundtrip time of the pressure wave between the reservoir and the closed conduit 313	
(Z~ few kilometers) is 314	
 315	

𝑡 = 2 6
,
      (S3-3)  316	

 317	
where Z is the conduit length (~ 5 km). For a slug flow mixture of fluid fraction ~0.7 the travel 318	
time is ~10s consistent within uncertainties of the fluid dynamic model with the stacked 319	
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seismogram records. To estimate the amplitude of the pressure excursion we adopt a control 320	
volume approach where the pressure wave is fixed and moving directly away from the closed 321	
end as depicted in Fig.S13. Applying conservation of mass for steady conditions and one-322	
dimensional flow gives 323	
 324	

 𝜌(𝑣) + 𝑐)𝐴 = (𝜌 + Δ𝜌)𝑐𝐴,          (S3-4)  325	
 326	
which can be algebraically simplified to give: 327	
 328	

 Δ𝜌 = +7%
,

.                                      (S3-5) 329	
 330	
In eqs. S3-4 & S3-5, 𝐴 is crosssectional area of the flow, 𝑣8 is the flow velocity, and ∆𝜌 is the 331	
density change. Conservation of momentum in the direction parallel to flow ignoring friction and 332	
gravity gives for the change in pressure (∆𝑝) across the pressure-wave front: 333	
 334	

 Δ𝑝 = 2𝑐𝑣)𝜌 + 𝜌𝑣)" − 𝑐"Δ𝜌.      (S3-6) 335	
 336	
Combining eqs S3-5 and S3-6, the relationship between the magnitude of the pressure increase, 337	
the magma sonic velocity, the magma density, and the velocity of magma in the conduit before 338	
the sudden conduit closure is: 339	
 340	

 Δ𝑝 = 𝜌𝑣)(𝑐 + 𝑣)).       (S3-7)  341	
 342	
Eq S3-7 is not the traditional Joukowsky expression because in typical industrial applications 343	
such as the low-speed flow of water in pipes c>>vo and the expression reduces to the traditional 344	
relationship. In distinction, in magmatic two-phase flows magma velocities can approach or even 345	
exceed the sound speed as the volume fraction of fluid approaches unity and the conduit evolves 346	
from a strictly converging to a converging-diverging conduit geometry. Hence, we retain the 347	
additional terms in S3-7b to compute magma hammer pressure excursions and relate these to 348	
forces. 349	
 350	
The density of a two-phase (melt+ fluid) magma is 351	
 352	

 𝜌 = 𝜃(𝜌( + (1 − 𝜃()𝜌9,          (S3-8) 353	
 354	
and indicates the marked dependence of magma density on the volume fraction of fluid. 355	
Specifically, as 𝜃( → 1  (the mixture is a ‘dusty’ gas), the magma density tends towards the 356	
density of the fluid whereas at low volume fraction fluid the density corresponds to melt. 357	
Numerically, at 1273 K and 0.1MPa the density of H2O is 0.17 kg/m3 whereas under the same 358	
conditions a typical melt density is ~ 2700 kg/m3, almost 16000 times larger. In any case, the 359	
calculation of the amplitude of the magma hammer wave (eq. S3-7) depends both on c and 𝜌, 360	
and both quantities, in turn, depend on 𝜃(. In Supplementary Sec.2, the variation of 𝜃( with depth 361	
relevant to the HTHH magma has been estimated. Results from Supplementary Sec.2 are used to 362	
quantify magma hammer forces. 363	
  364	
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3.3 Forces in magma hammer: magnitudes and uncertainties 365	
	366	
We now compute the upward direct force on a transiently closed conduit for comparison with the 367	
seismic single-force analysis. Because of obvious uncertainties, we vary parameters in a 368	
reasonable range. Collectively, the estimates made here from magma dynamics agree remarkably 369	
well with the analysis of seismic waveforms of ground motions (in Supplementary Sec.1). 370	
Results of a series of calculations of forces at various depths for both bubbly flow and slug flow 371	
regimes on temporarily closed conduits are given in Table S2. The primary conclusions are: 1) 372	
the magnitude of magma hammer pressures and hence, for a given duct cross-sectional area, the 373	
upwardly directed force on a closed duct is about 5 to 10 times great for slug flow versus bubble 374	
flow; 2) the magnitude of the magma hammer force increases as the depth to the ‘closed valve’ 375	
increases by a factor of ~3; and 3) in the slug flow regime, the forces acting on ducts or conduits 376	
of 104-105 m2 cross-sectional area are ~ 1011-1012 N.  377	
 378	
 For the HTHH eruption, an independent estimate of the magma hammer pressure can be 379	
made based on the maximum observed height of the volcanic plume. As noted in Yuen et al. 380	
(2022), the peak plume height of 58 km can be converted to volumetric discharge and, given a 381	
plume mean density, to the mass flow to support the 58 km plume. Equation (S3-S7) can be 382	
rearranged and written in terms of the mass flow (�̇�) and the force F on the closed end of the 383	
conduit, �̇� = 𝜌𝑣)𝐴 where A is the cross-sectional area of the conduit. This gives the force �⃗� =384	
�̇�(𝑐 + 𝑣)). The mass flow to support a 58 km volcanic plume from Yuen et al (2022) is ~ 385	
1.4x109 kg/s. With c=1500 m/s (slug flow) and vo=10 m/s, the force is estimated to be ~ 2x1012 386	
N, consistent with the magma-hammer forces model the results for which are collected in Table 387	
S2. 388	
  389	
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 390	
 391	

	392	
 393	
Fig S12. Sonic velocity of silicate melt + supercritical H2O fluid magmatic mixtures as a 394	
function of the volume fraction of fluid (pure H2O) at 30 MPa (300 bars) and 1000 °C for bubbly 395	
and slug flow flow regimes. Note that in bubbly flow, the sound velocity in the magma falls to a 396	
broad low that lies lower than either pure phase whereas in slug flow the sonic velocity always 397	
lies between the two bounds of melt and supercritical fluid. Sources of data are cited in the S3 398	
text. 399	
 400	
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	404	
Fig S13. Schematic diagram used to derive magma hammer pressure for one-dimensional flow 405	
of magma. An open conduit within which magma of density r flows upwards at velocity vo is 406	
abruptly closed. Magma is compressed against the closed end where an upward force is exerted 407	
and a pressure-wave is generated that travels down the conduit at the magma sonic velocity c. A 408	
control volume outlined by the dashed box is selected such that the pressure-wave front is fixed. 409	
Pressure and density downstream of the pressure-wave front are higher than upstream values that 410	
depend on the compressibility and density of the two-phase magma. Application of the equations 411	
of continuity and momentum conservation (equations S3-5 and S3-6) gives the magnitude of the 412	
pressure increase expressed in equation S3-7.  Magma density depends upon the density of each 413	
phase (melt and supercritical H2O) and the local volume fraction of fluid. The sonic velocity of 414	
the magma depends on the distribution of the fluid phase. For bubbly flow, equation (S3-1) is 415	
appropriate whereas for slug flow eq (S3-2) is relevant.  416	

	417	

  418	
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 419	
Table S2. Estimated magma-hammer forces. 420	

 421	

 422	
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